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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 to 3 lower 

Wheat: 1 to 3 lower 

Soybeans: 3 to 5 lower 

Soybean Meal .5 to 1.0 lower 

Soybean Oil: 35 to 40 lower 

 

 

Weather:   

 A trough will remain in the East through most of the week, lifting northeast this weekend. There is a ridge in the 
Plains to western Midwest and a deep trough in the Pacific Northwest. This pattern holds for several days before 
the western trough moves across the northern tier of the country late this week through the weekend. Much of 
the trough will lift north into eastern Canada early next week. Behind the trough, a broad ridge will build into the 
region, taking over much of the country next week. The U.S. and European models are in fair to poor agreement. 
The models are having some consistency issues and the U.S. model likely has too much precipitation in the 
extended period. I will use the European ensembles. For the outlook period, temperatures on Saturday will be 
below normal in the Northern and Central Plains and above normal elsewhere. As the trough slowly pushes 
eastward, temperatures will fall below normal, coming back above normal as the trough leaves and is replaced 
by the ridge. The weakening trough will lead to above normal temperatures just about everywhere next week. 
Precipitation will be moderate across the Northern Plains and Midwest as the trough moves through. Models 
disagree on the amount of precipitation that occurs in the Southern Plains and Delta. I am going with the drier 
solution for now. -DTN 

 NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Temperatures got into the upper 80s to middle 90s over the 
weekend. The heat brought some shower activity for portions of the region as well. But while the showers were 
moderate, they were scattered and missed spots. Wind was also a factor and may have promoted drying soils. 
Some stress to developing wheat due to the heat and recent dryness may be a concern. However, there will be 
many chances for showers over the next 7 days. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Outside of some isolated showers over the west 
and north this weekend, hot and dry conditions were recorded in most areas. Breezy winds have also been a 
factor, leading to more drying of soils. Conditions were favorable for the wheat harvest but are limiting to corn 
growth. Only isolated shower chances are expected over the next several days but could be better over the 
north late this week into the weekend. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Isolated spots of showers dotted the region this weekend, along with 
mainly cooler than normal temperatures. Winds were also fairly breezy in the northwestern sections of the 
region, drying out soils a bit more than normal. Heat will build across the region through the course of the week 
and after a few mostly dry days, showers look to return late-week into next week. If soils do not dry out too 
much, the incoming showers later in the week should provide good growing conditions across the region.  

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Mostly dry weather occurred over the weekend. Soil moisture is adequate to 
surplus in the region after the heavy rainfall from Cristobal last week. With limited to no shower activity expected 
this week, soils may dry out and stress vegetative soybeans and cotton. The next chance for significant shower 
activity does not come until early-to-mid next week. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

Tensions between the Chinese and the US not easing 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/3-us-navy-aircraft-carriers-
are-patrolling-the-pacific-and-chinas-not-happy/ar-
BB15u5ji?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=hplocalnews  
As long as we are talking about world monuments 
https://www.msn.com/en-us?ocid=hplocalnews  
 
 
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/3-us-navy-aircraft-carriers-are-patrolling-the-pacific-and-chinas-not-happy/ar-BB15u5ji?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=hplocalnews
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/3-us-navy-aircraft-carriers-are-patrolling-the-pacific-and-chinas-not-happy/ar-BB15u5ji?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=hplocalnews
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/3-us-navy-aircraft-carriers-are-patrolling-the-pacific-and-chinas-not-happy/ar-BB15u5ji?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=hplocalnews
https://www.msn.com/en-us?ocid=hplocalnews
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SOUTHEAST (COTTON/LIVESTOCK): A front lingering near the coast produced some isolated shower activity 
near the Atlantic coast this weekend. An upper-level system will produce periods of moderate rainfall mostly over 
the Carolinas through the week with drier conditions from Mississippi to Georgia. This could stress developing 
cotton in the area, though soil moisture appears adequate at this time. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON): Moderate rain fell over southern areas while the central and north remained dry 
again this weekend. The prospects on corn and cotton continue to fall behind as systems just cannot push far 
enough north to provide showers. Most of the wheat areas in the south are in good shape, however. This week 
will be a bit dry for much of the region with only a couple shots at showers across the far south. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Mostly dry conditions occurred over the weekend except for some moderate 
rainfall in the far north. Soil moisture is short in the central and south outside of Buenos Aires and some stress to 
emerging wheat may be occurring. Showers do look to increase across much of the region this week as several 
storm systems move through. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN): Scattered showers fell across much of the continent over the 
weekend and were moderate in a zone from the Netherlands through Bulgaria/Romania with some flooding. 
Heat was tempered by shower activity. Where showers did not occur, temperatures did make it up close to 90 
degrees in Poland and northeast Germany. Scattered showers look to continue over the course of this week, 
heavier in that same zone. Southern areas could stand to see less rainfall to allow for wheat dry down and 
harvesting. After several weeks of continued shower activity in the east, too much rain is limiting sunlight for 
developing summer crops. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Scattered showers fell across much of the region over the 
weekend, including the drier areas in both Ukraine and Russia. Despite some areas of flooding, the showers 
were welcome as recent heat has dried soils, hurting the remaining filling wheat and summer crops. Periods of 
showers will continue for portions of Ukraine and southern Russia, but heat will again build into the region, 
especially late in the week. Areas of eastern Ukraine and central Russia, where showers look to be more limited, 
will likely see more stress. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Moderate rainfall fell across the region over the weekend, continuing 
adequate to excessive soil moisture in the west and improving soil moisture in the east, especially in 
Saskatchewan. Portions of a storm will linger through the coming weekend with more periods of possible 
showers, benefiting emerging crops. -DTN 

NORTHWEST AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Any remaining areas of filling wheat in Algeria and Tunisia will see 
only occasional showers this week, helping with dry down and harvesting. Nothing can be done at this point to 
save the damaged wheat crop in Morocco. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered moderate showers fell across the entire wheat growing region over 
the weekend. Areas in the east that were lacking picked up close to one inch of precipitation, favoring 
developing winter grains. More showers will work through the country this week and soil moisture and irrigation 
reserves are both adequate to continue favorable growing conditions. -DTN 

CHINA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN/SOYBEANS): Overall favorable conditions are found in the 
northeast for corn and soybean growth. Drier weather over the central areas will benefit wheat and rapeseed as 
harvest will start up soon. And showers in the south continue to be beneficial for developing sugarcane and rice. 
-DTN 

INDIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/RICE/COTTON): Heavy rainfall fell across the middle of the country as a 
tropical low moved west over the weekend. Elsewhere, rainfall continues to increase across the country as we 
head through the early monsoon season. This is beneficial to all areas for prepping soils for planting and for 
early growth. An outbreak of locusts has migrated into western India. Extensive damage has been reported for 
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the early cotton and winter wheat crops. The swarm is starting to devastate newly planted summer crops, 
including cotton. -DTN  

Headlines:   

• Malaysian August Palm Oil down 44 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Sept corn up 20 vs. the Yuan, Sept beans up 51, Sept meal up 1, Sept bean 
oil up 4 

• Asian Equity markets were lower Japan’s Nikkei down 3.5% China’s Shanghai down 1.9%  

• To start their day European Equity markets are lower German Dax down 1.9% London FTSE down 1.3% 

• MATIF markets are lower Aug Corn down 1.25 to the Euro, August Rapeseed down 2.0, Sept Wheat 
down .75  

• Save the Date…June 15th…NOPA Crush…expected at 173.0   

• Save the Date…June 20th…Summer begins  

• Save the Date…June 30th …Grain Stocks and Planted Acres  

• Save the Date…as it stands now 9 month to MLB 

• Covid-19 update Beijing out break spooks the world https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/beijing-
coronavirus-outbreak-tied-to-market-sparks-fear-of-resurgence/ar-BB15sNn5?ocid=spartan-dhp-feeds  

• Fall Armyworm, they are force that will be felt later this summer  

• Locust the world waking up to the problem https://www.forbes.com/sites/saratabin/2020/06/12/whats-up-
with-those-locust-swarms/#5e48273f76e4  

• Russia and Turkey postpone talks about Libya and Syrian issues no new talks scheduled at this time 
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/06/russia-turkey-put-talks-expected-discuss-libya-syria-
200614112829519.html  

• CFTC on Friday said as of the close of 6/9 MM funds were short 25,368 wheat, short 297,312 corn, long 
20,376 meal, short 52,986 meal, short 56 bean oil, short 18,738 KW and short 19,228 MW  

• Wild Canadian Prairies weather https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/calgary-wakes-up-to-heavy-
hail-damage-flooding-after-massive-storm/ar-BB15sUFg?li=AAggXBV  

Commentary:   

We have said it before and we will say it again some of the hallmarks of weather during a solar minimum is flash 
droughts, bigger flash floods and nasty hailstorms. We say this because we all know to achieve trend line yield 
or better in US corn, we need all areas to perform at maximum yield potential. Places like OH, Georgia and KS 
must produce well not just the major “I” states of IA, IL, and IN. So, this afternoon when the crop ratings come 
out for corn and the national ratings come in 1-2% higher WoW at 75-76% our eyes are going to drift down and 
see what outlying states may look like. We start this week’s weather here in the states in a trough/ridge/trough 
formation. The ridge is expected to break down by the weekend. As long as the maps continue to point to timely 
rain and break in the high heat this week in the WCB the expected weather solution for this week is not all that 
bullish. That said later this week when flash flooding becomes an issue in the Carolinas and heat stress is noted 
in KS just remember we are still in the grips of the solar minimum.  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your investment 
experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY 

INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/saratabin/2020/06/12/whats-up-with-those-locust-swarms/#5e48273f76e4
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